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1. Ictroducticn
The following questionhas been raised by J.. Beck [~] in connection witb his work
on distributive laws': What is, the relationship between 'Composite and tensor prod-
uct triples? It is this question that ,we' shallanswer here.
Tensor produetsof tripleswere studied by E•.Manes,UIOa.. b])for triplesinthe
category Set,.of sets andmappings.,To co sois paiticuiarly advantageous -as- then
both the aritiesof operations as well as th~,'underlyingobjec:tS of-thealgebrasare
c~~jects i~ the same"category;,'ftirther,:sin&rSet' is aclosed category..operations
realized in the algebras becomemorpblsmsot.the same cai'egory aswell. Granting
that it is not unlikely that' one coulddeal: ~ith 'tensor .produets 'of'triples' in' some
more general: categories; e.g~,'jri -a topos withnatural.numbersobject, as some
recent developments seem to ii-dicate (Ct.'c.g. '[SJ~~""'e'shall here rely on the results
of rIO], .hence, we shall work in ,'Set:':We:'alsO use'.thiS .to advantage, .as 'the
assumptions that 1 is a,gencnitoran'd that,'o~e'has'Choiceare'oftenemployed in
our treatmenr.For this reaso,n~we:'ignoreat'thiS:point whether:the results Claimed
here do carryover to the more general situation'.
In [3], P. Freyd gave;adefiniti~nof ..ibe te~rproduct,of.two algebraic theories
in the classical sense in much'the same ~ay 'as oae 'defines tensor prOducts..ofrlngs.
That Is, given two theories" the' tensor. product isa newtheory having'asoperatioas
• • - • ,....... .. j, • ••• •••• _. _. ~_ - .. •• _ _...1_ ... -.- • ,-".:." .II ..
the disjoint union of the operations in 'each 'theory and'such ,thai, in additlon tC)the
equations arising from e~cti'theory/ii~lsci oont3ins:3Jlthe'equatlonS.whicb,SaY- ihiti
each'operationfrom 'any ori~.theory' eomnltites\vfih ::~acii'o~miioh:~i)f theothe~.
Semantieallyyan algebia~fo~the'te'~r product, ~t}f~nderlyi~g set~X:.iS'given·by
algebraic structures for:each theoii{sep~lfately' on'Xi such that each operatron on-'X
arising from any~ohet,f i~ algebra Slr~'cttiies is 'a:homomor-pbismwitll r~specit~·lhe
other.
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When triples - rather than .theories - are considered. operations are still
employed in the definition of the tensor product. -in -the tre-&-ii'teilt-given:by.'_E.:
Manes·{lOa. b].: an n-ary _operation on a triple T "is a naturaltransformation
(- -r -,)oT.. Hence, given a T-aJgebra (~,), each ~-aiy operation g on T- Induces a~
actual operation ge =Xg;'_~:Xft -.+-X on the set }{. M~re-o~eTlIa·T~hof!1om~~his~
f: (X, §)~ (1': S) is then precisely a mapping f: X ~ ~ which is a·homomorphism in-
the classical sense, i.e., it commutes with each operation, i.e..; for each g as.above,
~£ • f =:.In · 0 ff. ,
Given triples T and S. an §-T -bialgebra is then given by data (XII O"to ~), with
(X, u) an §-algebra, (X.~) aT-algebra, and such that for any ·nt m, and n-ary
operation g on T to m-ary operation h on S,. the diagram
XII ---------+. X
commutes, where 'Y::' is the canonical isomorphism. Equivalently" for each g. eR is
an §-bomomorphism; also equivalently" for each h) Uk is a T -homomorphjsm, In
this way, one defines a category SerS •T J of §-T -bialgebras, as a full subcategory of
the category Set(S.T) whose objects are simply those (X, u,~) with (X, u)e ISet~1
and (X, f)e tSetTt"and whose morphisms f: (Xt a. el-+ (Y, T, 8) ate mappingsf:X-+
Y with f both an § and aT-homomorphism. The underlying set functor
UIS.TI.:SerS.T)-JooSet, if tripleable,gives rise to a triple which ·is then defined to be
the tensor product §@T or, by symmetry, T(8)§.. \Ve shall not be concerned here
with the question of existence of tense: products; the reader is referred to [1],- flO}
or [4} for this (still rather open) problem.
For triples S .. T "(say" in Set). a distributive Jaw"/ of the former over the Iatter.is
any natural transformation I: TS .... ST which is compatible with the triple stru-ctures
(cr. [21). Explicitly. if the triple structures are, respectively. § == (511 TJSII·JL5>: and
T =('7: 71 T, JL ~).·~he above says that: .
(1) r."s .-/ = TlsT;· (1*) ;,TS· 1= StiT ;
S ' , - S ···T . T(2) Tp. ·1 =IS"$1 ~ JL T; (2*) fL. S ./ = TI· IT· SJl.· •
The composite triple is then
s·r - S TCST), =(ST: 11 11 ,: SIT <0 P. p. ).
A ucompositc algebra'.' (or algebra for the composite. triple) is given.ias usual. bya
pair (~ 1') With·X_ a ,set 'and Tan ·(ST)I~siructure ..Foiourpurposes, we sh~1I favor
the alternative description of acomposite algebra as.given bydata: (X" ~,~) ~ith
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(~ u) an §-aIgebra, (X, () a T ..algebra, and the two straennes related by means of
the equation Xi- uT· f=.fS· a. This allowsus to regard the cate20ry_Set(sn. also
as a full subcategory of Set(S,T). (d. [2]). In fact, we have now the following
situation:
where each of 1J'1 and 1/12 commute with underlying ~~t functors. We are then in the
best possible position to attempt answering the question we mentioned at the
beginning of this section.
2. Multilinear laws
In this section we introduce special distributive laws, called multilinear? which are
precisely those distributive laws for which every composite algebra isalso a bialge-
bra. Under certain conditions on the triples involved, composite triples and tensor
product triples are shown to agree.
Let n E [Setl and (-)" :Set-+ Set the representable functor homen, -) here inter-
preted" in view of the closed category structure on Set, as "raising to the power n n ..
Proposition 2.1. There exists ~ (unique) triple structure on each (_)ra:Set..... Set,
given by means ofthefollowing data for each setX:
X."n:X-"X" is the exponential adj&intofthe projection n xX ...X;
Xp.": (X It)" -+- X" is induced by the diagonal map n .... n x n.
Proposltlon 2.2.. Given n E ISet. and T = (~ 11T, P.T) a triple in Set.. the family of
maps
defined bymeans of: Xy~ . proj,= (projj)Tforeach i en. is a natural trans/ormation
,,~;(-)"T--+ T(-)"
which is" furthermore, !l distrlbuh've law of T over (-ye. Furthermore, lhe .,,~. are
natural also in nand 4llS well as coherent. Explicitly~
. Q
(i) fo; each natural transfarmatlon T ~ S,
y~ • a(_)PI = (-)"a • 'Y~;
(ii] for each mapping j:m -+n,
y; 6 T(-Y = (-YT 6 y~;
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(iii) for each setsn, m,
(.. _)"I'Y~ • l'~(-r = i'~n;
(-).... C:-}" id'Yn • 'Ym = I (-t....•
M. Bung~
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Proof.. It is fairly straightforward to establish all naturalities claimed, as well as
coherence. To see that y~ is distributive we shan verify that [he natural trans-
formation y~ allows a lifting of (__)rt to SetT , as this is an equivalent condition to
distributivity (cr. [2]),. But, if (X, f) is aT-algebra that (X", X,,~· ~n) is again a
T-algebra can easily be seen from the commutatie diagrams
T
X," • (XTt 0+
t
, (XlIT)", (**)
I
--. ..... (Xl)"" -------+-. XII
x,....
and
The squares labelled (*) commute by two applications of (i) in this proposition,
with a = 71 T and a = p.T, respectively. Those labelled" (**) commute since (X, ~) is a
T -algebra and (_)PI a functor.
Let I: TS -.ST be a distributive Jaw of § over T .. We shall say that I is multilinear
provided it satisfies anyone of the equivalent conditions of the following.
Proposition 2.3. The following areequioalent conditions 011 a naturaltransformation
1: TS -io 54 where Sand T are the june/or parts of triples § and T. respectiaely:
(i) for any sets n, m and every n-ary operation g OIl T. any m-ary operation h on
§, the diagram
(-)"e,.
,. (_ )m(_)"(-)"(-t"" It
.. I
c-)-
II.1'....
1
TS )I ST,
Compo!.~ CUld tensor producitTiplu
commutes;
(ii) for each set n and every" -ary operation'g ofT .Jh~ diagram
TS -------to~ ST
commutes;
(iii) for eacl: setm and every m-arvoperation h of Sf thediagram
T
'F. (_ }IftTT·{-)"-,
nl !~
TS )' ST
t
commutes.
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Proof. That (i) is implied by (ii) and (iii) is easily established by means of t~ e
naturality of ,,~ with respect to the natural transformations 8 and h given. i,e.• nose
that the diagram in (i) may be decomposed in either of the following ways, for
each X:
t-)- .,..~-..,.(XB)m l'", • (X m )" C.. ..,)N (X"'r..~ ~
(x"~ I l(~·l. I' I(X~~.
s
1XI:"l
'r-
(XD)S 'YA .. (XS)" I'll .~ ...t· • (X"')T(XT) ----,.~
(KIlS tXSl& (~·I (n)T
XIS --XST XTS-· )l XST
Xl Xl
To prove that.Ii) implies Qi),we use,the. following special facts about Set.. In order
to test that.the diagram in (iiI commutes fora' given operatien-g On Til lt.Isenough
to see that for eachv set;2X~ andveach "element y E (X!')S, y'. ,,:. (..Y.i')g=
y .. (Kg)"Xl: Elements. of,CX'":>S.ute in.hljec:tiv~ correspond~nce ~i:the ·¥,oneda
-. - ~. •.. ". . 'I- •. t .
lemma) with (X.~}:ary operations, 'on.5. Hence, lettingm=-X" and::,h:(7)-~S
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correspond to y, i.e., such that y= r-id' (XfiI} . (Xn)h. we can then use the com-
mutativity of the diagrams in (i) in order to establish that of any diagram of (ii).
Similarly~ (i) implies (Hi).
Theorem 2.4.. Let I be a distributive law of § over T. Then, the following are
equivalent:
(i) 1is multilinear..
(ii) every composite algebra is a bialgebra.
Proof (i)* (ii). 111 the diagram below, the commutativity of subdiagram (1), which
says that (X, O"t ~) is a composite algebra implies the commutativity of the entire
diagram, for any sets n, In and operations g, hi l.e., that (X, cr,~) is a bialgebra.
Indeed. (2)-commutes since / is. by assumption.mutilinear, and (4) since hand g
are natural transformations, (5) as both sides give gh, (6) by Proposition 2.2(i) with
a = h and the remaining ones by definition. We shall refer to this diagram in the
future. as "the basic diagram".
(XS)g
U·),,'
I (Xg)'" fill 1
(Xm ) " • .. eX")'" ) (XT)m .... xna
(6) I(X'~ (5) I{;'7~ (3) Xh
(Xg)S tS(X.,)S ) XTS J XS
(Xh)"
(fTlt)" Xy~ (2) Xl u ..
Xg
(ii)~ (i).. Assume that every composite algebra is a bialgebra, and let us try to
establish the commutativity of (2) in the'basic diagram above, forevery nand n-ary
operation g on T. By Proposition 2~3(ii) this wouldgive I multilinear, as desired.
First," note that it is enough to test the validity (\f (2) on elements of (Xn)S, i.e., on
(Xft)-aryoperations a on S. On the other "hand, given two natural transformations
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a. (3:(-)"m ~ ST, they areequal, as- operations on (ST)" provided tbeyare equal as
operations in each and every (ST)~.algebra (X, T) Let US state this fact as a
Lemma:
Lemmo 2.5. For any tripleT = (~ 71t"') in S~;- let a and fJ be any two k-ary
operations on T.- Then, a = f3 iffforevery T-algebra (X, 1"1 Til! ;:;T B•
Proof. Assume that TG = T fJ for every -r-algebra eX, 1").. Ill; particular" this win be so
for the free T-algebras (¥7: YIL)~ If a "#fJ then scme set "yexist with Yo :¢;Ytt We
claim that then (YJIo)G"_i'! (YlLf. Indeed. the cquatioh (Y~j = (Yp.1 immediately
implies, from the triple identity1JT • p. = T and the naturality of a and p, that
Ya = Ya .. (Y71)T· Y/L = (YlJ)" ..-"ITa· Yp..= (Y1J)k. YTJJ" Yp
= YJJ <I (Yl1)T· Y~ = Yp,
a contradiction.. Hence,. a =fJ.
In view of the above, and since every composite algebra (X.. i)may equivalently
be regarded as some (X, 0",. €) where T =ciT .. f (d. [2]). it will be enoughto see
that, for every (~'r), TO: = -rtJ where a and IJ are natural transformations of the
form
f3 = (- rh • gS • It
for arbitrary g, h.. We are saying that all we need to do is see that the outer diagram
commutes whenever a subdiagram of type (1) does, but this is. precisely our
assumption.
Not every distributive law is multilinear. Consider the motivating example of
distributive laws ([2]), the distributive laW-of multiplication over addition, regarded
as a distributive law of the free monoid triple S over the free abelian group triple T..
in Set. Its composite is the free ring triple and, were the above Jaw distributive, it
would be true that in each ring, all equations of the form (x· u)+(;r· v)=
(x +y) .. (u + v) hold. Hence. not every composite triple gives rise to a. tensor
product triple.
Also. not ever}" tensor product triple need be composite. To see th!s.. let S and T
be any two consistent triples in Set whose tensor product is inconsistent (e~g.in [1)
itisshownthat this is the case for fJ®I3, withfJ the tripleofuitrafiltcrS in set).. Then
.. ..' ~
such a triple could never arise as a composite. since composing two faithful "functors
always yield a faithful functor..
We may now ask under what conditions is it the case that a multilinear law I of S
over T 7 is such that (ST), = S@T.-Being alreadymultlllnear, byTheorem 1_4. we
know that there exists a factorization
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with ep fully faithful and commuting with underlying set functors. Hence. all we are
asking Is, under what conditions is t/J an isomorphism of categories,
Theorem 2.6.. Let §, T belWO triples in Set. AssunJethatthereexists a generating set
Os 01 operations of § such that. for each m € ~Setl an cirify of some operation
belonging to Os. the canonical map 'Y~ is pointwise an epimorphism. Then, for any
multilinear law I of § over T I (ST), = S@T.
Proof. Let (X, CT,~) be a bialgebra. Then the outer part of the basic diagram of
Theorem 2.4. commutes for every choice of operations g, h. In order to see that (1)
commutes, i.e., that (X, o:.. ~) is also a composite algebra, it is enough 10 see that -for
each m-ary operation h on § belonging to Os, the diagram
(I)
vT
>-T----_~X
I
commutes. In tum, it is enough 10 test the commutativity for each element 'j'e
{X7'.)m, where f: nr-+XT. Since X,..~ is epi, there exists nand there exists s:(--r*-+
T and a factorization
f Q' Xc
m~XT=m~XII-+XT:
i.e., "f"=~a "·(Xg)"'/·a"e(X")m. Indeed.vlet n=X~J and let g:(-)"-+7~ cor-
respond to the element."g' E (Xm)T with r g ''Y~ =r-/l. Hence, it is enough to verify
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that, for every nand n-ary operatiCl'.r'g cn-T;
(Xg)"!-e" -x». u=(Xg)rrt:(Xl1h· Xl .. «r- t.
"Ibis is impliedby the. commutativity of the basic diagram, using that. (X"o, ~)is a
bialgebra, Hence <x:o, e) is a'eomposite.algebra,
3.. Examples and remarks
3.1
Let f ..:<~ IL,m} be the free R-vector space triplet and define a triple § =
(5,. 1), p.) by means of the pullback diagram:
•XS ~1,
x-I r·
XF- "IF
IF
This means that XS:;::;{A:X.-+R with only finitely many non-zero values and
f ~L...liXxA.= 1}; forX -+ ~". E 5, y e ~}'A (/5)= rJ:f-yxA t and, L0 =O. One gets 71 and
p. as the unique mapssuch that 11 • J1 = u and p. • :I = Sv" -p.J;" <m respectively.
Consider the natural transformation
'Y~ «-r- S~S .. (-f;
it has left inverse a (which isnot a right Inverse) which is defined as follows, Given
(x, f/J)r:XSxXS = (XS)ZJ let (x,. I/I)cr:X2-+R be such that, for (x. y)eXxX '·x2,
(x, )')[u-, 1/1)10" = xx . Yr/J~ Fi~';l; ofall. notice that
L rx :yr/t•..:'I~ xx ~ Lyl{t:::::1 . 1 =1.
(%.y) %:11'
xAl = r (x.. }')", and XA2=.1: (x~ y)A.
YEY ~EX .
Hence, given (X, 1/1) as above... with A ;::; (X, rJr)cr, then
x.A 1 = 1: xx .yl{1= XX~" ..,Ly'/t: .~ xx·.i = xx-
,.6 Y ,.E,'i-·&
Similarly, A2'= r/I.: Hence.zr ... "'f= idt~f ..Howeverv-the co~.,ousite 'yf ~ a is not
the identit}·:-· given IA, e(X~)S;·. thevvalue ~ of A')'~O'· ar- tx, y)e X2.··· ·is
a:~6X<X; y)A); a:~Ey{X~ l)A.). 'not' in~ general'equal to(i,'"y)A. (Thisremark is due to
C.J. Mikkelsen.)
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Now. y~ is a distributive Jaw of § over (-i, which is trivially multilinear. as the
triple (-i is generated by the single identity operation (_)1-+ (-i and for such a g.
tbe diagram in Proposition 2.3 (ii) commutes trivially, opposite sides being equal.
By Theorem 2.6. the composite triple is the tensor product§@(_)2. Although
whenever § ®T exists, it must be equal to T @S, it is not the case that if there exists
a distributive law I of § over T such. that (ST), =.§@T there should also exist a
c~iSlributive law" of T over § such that (TS)l'=T®§. Indeed, in this example.
suppose that there exists a distributive law l' of (_)1 over § which gives the tensor
product, then
1':5 .. (-l-+c-f" s
would be mult~linear, by Theorem 2.4 which in tum, implies that I' must be a right
inverse to y~. Indeed, in the definition of a multilinear law as given by Proposition
2.3(iii). the diagram which is commutative with h = id(-)~t says exactly that 'Y~ • l'=
id(-),s. By the remarks above, 'Y~ does not have a right inverse. Hence, no multi-
linear law" can exist.
3.2
Let T = (~ 7). IL} be any triple in Set. Let (G, u, m) be a monoid and § =
(-x G, - xu, - X m). For each X, let Xl:XT x G -+(X x G)T be given, interpret..
ing - x G as ra, by (XT)injy• Xl = (injy)T for each y e G. This defines a natural
transformation which is actually a distributive Jaw (cl. [2], [10]). It is also multi-
linear. Since § is generated by unary operations, one for each y e G., one need only
verify the condition (iii) of Proposition 2.3 with m :::; 1. Since 'Yf is the identity, this
condition actually reduces to the definition of I, as above. Finally, since we need
only check the condition of Theorem 2.6 for In =: 1 and since yi., being the identity,
is epi, it follows that (S"f)c = §@T. The same conclusion is arrived at in [lOa],
although by direct arguments.
3.3
Let C be a set. It gives a triple § in Set with XS = C +X (the disjoint: union);
Xlls:X -+C+X the injection corresponding to X, and X/-ts: C+C+X ~ C+X
defined by inic· X/-L = injc for any of the two injections corresponding to C;
jnjx . XIL= :njx. This triple is generated by constants (the elements of C) and a
unary operation (the injection injx:X ~X +C is a natural transformation (_)1 ~
S). It is shown in {2] that this triple' admits a distributive law over any triple
T =<~ 11 T', JLT), given by the maps Xl: C+(XT)~ (C+X)~ where injc· Xl =
Cl1T • Cinic}Tand inj(XT) . Xl = {injx)T. It is not in general, multllinear; We claim
that for a consistent triple T a necessary and sufficient condition for 1 to be
multilinear is that T be an affine triple, i.e., that IT=l, i.e., that 171:1~lT be
invertible. Assume T affine. Then, for each constant C E C. the corresponding O-ary
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operation h~:l-+C+(-)T 'is given by Xhc-l-+C-C+(XT)~ Hence, multi-
linearity in form (iii)of Proposition 2.3 reads
l=(XTt •
Xy~
(XO)T=lTiIc leTC1J"r
ocrv; C .. CT (Xf'r)T
mIt 1 • C1ni<:TJXl
C+(XT) ) (C+X)T
But Xy~ is inverse to i7)T. hence the top diagram commutes bynaturaJity of 1}, the
bottom by the first equation defining I. The second equation, in view of the fact 'yf
is the identity, says precisely that condition (iii)of Proposition 2.3 holds for m » 1
and h :injx_ Hence, 1 is multilinear. Conversely, if I is multilinear, then
x,,~ ~ I') T • (c .. injc)T·X'Y'l .. I,., T • cT· (injc}T
=Xyl .. c : injc . Xl =cT - (injc)T.. =(c"injc)7:
Since c .. injc is monic and T a consistent triple in Set, T(c .. injc) is monic, hence
Xy"[-l11T := id, for arty X As 111 T • Xy~ is always the identity. this says that
IT=l~
Affine triples exist. The example given iel (1) above is one: ·{O}S is the set of all
A:{O}-+R satisfying OA = 1. Also affine js the following triple, considered in ill:
XT :;:: all non-empty subsets of X, acting as the covariant power set iunctor; T1 takes
X into {x}and IJ. takes a famlly {Ai} to their union. Conditions equivalent to IT =1
are given in [6].
3.4
Let § be the free monoid triple and T the power set triple. The .aaps X/:XTS.....
XST giver.. by the rule: given a word X 1 ~ XII with each XI ~ J-.~. assign to it the
subset of XS consisting of rhose words Xl ...... • x" where X/E.Y, for each ; ~
1, .... ~ • n. !t is easy to see that Xl ismultilinear (remark of R. GuitP..~t) and isdefined
by means of a left inverse rP~ to l'~11 for each natural number n, defined so that a
collection of n subsets X., .... , X; or'X is sent into the subset X, x- • .. XX.. of X·.. .
As no!all subsets of X'" are of this form, t/I.~ is not an inverse to ').~ .. Yet. the latter
being epi, Theorem 2.6 says that the composite triple is the tensor product,
All of the examples above of composite triples which are ter-ser products are
canonically givenby means of a left Inverse to each of the relevant y~ .. In the next
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section. we show how to generate such laws if the relevant 'Y~ are" iso. Also we
investigate the question of their uniqueness.
4.. Canonical multilinear laws
In this section we show how to generate multilinear laws in a canonical way,
provided the triples involved satisfy a certain condition. Examples 3.2 and 3~3 are
instances of this situation.
Lemma 4.1. Forany triple T, iffor a given set m; 'Y~ lias an inverse '" ~~ then '"~ is a
multilinear law of ( _)m over T..
Theorem 4.2.. Let T t § be triples in Set. Assume that for each m an arity of an
operation in some generating set Os for S, y~ is inuenible. Theil, there exists a
canonical multilinear law. I. of § over T such that (ST)t. = §@T.
Proof.. Let 1/1;' = (,,;:)-i. Each !/!;. is a multilinear law and to show this, one does
need f/I-;' to be a two-sided inverse of ')';:.. In order to define l*~ we may do sa for
each set X and each element y eXTS, l.e., for each operation h on S, which we
may restrict to those in Os. Let then
In (XT}h xt,(XT) --+XTS~XST=
x+'T (Xh)Tocrr~ (Xlrt)T----.. X5T.
This definition immediately implies that 1* is natural and that it satisfies the
multilineariry condition (iii) of Proposition 2.3. It remains to prove that '. is
distributive. We verify the conditions stated in Section 1:
(1) T1}s ·1. = 7lsT: Look at the decomposition of the following diagram:
XT
t~8h
x ...
(,("}'l/ ~Xt1S)"
/
0
x.,S
(X")S- ~ .... (XS)"I
e ",,
I
XIS )0 XST
xi.
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it is commutative in @ because ,,:.-is"a distributieelaw and inebeCause'/~ is
multilinear.
(2) Tp. S • 1* =1.5 .. -Sl. ,; {l.sT: For each nt'n:·, and natural transformations g: (_)It-.
7: 'h: \....J~ ... SS. the outer diagram as-well as an"subdiagrams (with ·the possible
exception of that whose commutatlvltywe-wish to establish) commute in
Xy~
--------..........-'--~); (XSr
X,."T /
/XSA
------.........-----.... XST
(X")S
!
XTS
by various reasons. such as 1': a distributive law; '. multilinear, coherence of the ,,~
and various naturality conditions. We now claim that the aboveis at! we need. First.
natural transformations h':(_)WI-,.SS induce. by composition with /Ls• opera-
tions on S; hence we may assume aUsuch belong tti a generating set for § hence, hy
assumption, for each such m, 'Y~ is iso. Given any element x.EXTSS~ we claim that
there exists n, m and g~ h such "that x factors throughXgh:(Xn.)m ... XTSS~ Indeed.
this is so as follows:. given x, let h:(-)~w+SS correspondtc it in such a way th~~:
x =Y' (XT)h for some YE(XT)m~ Letting z =y··X~~ ze(Xm)T and to it cor-
responds someg:(-)" ~ T and u e (XM )" such that u· (XI'II)g=z~ So,
x = y .. XTh =z .. Xy:: .. X1h
= u .. (X~)g • X'Y~, • xt» = u .. x"y~-y- ~ (Xg)~ .. XTh
= II '! X'Y~-)~ ··(Xn)h .. (Xg)SS --: u· }!y~-)'"'xgk
(1{,1) and (2*) can be proved similarly but with tb·: 1/1; in }jcu of the y:, Using that
they' are distributive laws,' as follows from the" fact that each, tV~'IS' inveJ"Se to a
distributive law.
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CoroUary 4.3• .In any of the!ollowiti.g cases. there existsa distributive law of § over
T such that rhe composite triple is the tensor product triple:
(a) T any; § generated by unaryoperations (e.g., example 3.2),
(b) T affine; § generated byconstants and unary operations (e.g.~ example 3.3),
(c) T such tho« T preseroesfinire powers.§ ofrankN'Ot
Cd) T such that T preserves al/ 17owers;§ any.
We shall now ~~ concerned with establishing some sort of converse to Theorem
4.2. The notions of linear and r/J ..multilinear maps th"at we shall now introduce are
analogous to those employed by A. Kock (6]~ although in a different context.
Let r/I::':T · (__)m -+ (-)'" • T he a natural transformation. Given a triple T and
T -algebras (X, E) and (y,8)1 a map I:Xm ~Y is said to be t/J~-multiJinear~ if the
diat:"3~D
(XT)'"
x.~
~ (X'")T fT .,yT
f~ I
I
[.
xm .y
commutes; f: X" ~ y is called linear, if the diagram
x'"-----.... y
f
commutes,
Proposition 4.4. 71Je following are equivalent for a given natural transformation
"'~: T· (_)ftI -J> (_)m .. :r:, me [Setl and a triple T:
(0 r/1;''' i'~ =: id,
(ii) for every T-algebras (X,~) and (1': 8)~ any map f:xm-',Y'which is linear is
also I/J~-multi/jnea,.
IS3
Proof. (i)~(ii). Assume I: X": -. y linear.. From this and ",~.,..~ .--id follows
easily that
T ~ -r ~ mMXI/Jm .. J/" 8 =XI{1.:Xl'm .. e"f=~ ~ .,f.
hence, f is tP'~-multilinear ..
(ii)~(i). Consider, for any set X., the T-aJgebras CKJ:Xp) and
«XT)Pft,X'Y~ .. (Xp.)"') and the identity map id: (A.7j-....,.. (XT)frt. It is triviaily
linear. Hence, by assumption" it is also f/I~-multilinear. i.e., the diagram..
(td)TXT"'~(XIT)M ------I>. «XT)m)T ---+. «(XTj~)]':
I~l'" I I(.m.~·(x,.l-
(XTri '---» (XT)'"
id
commutes!' hence (XT)"'~" (XT)y~ .. (XIL)'"= (X,.,,).... Composing both side'"~.,r
this identity, which holds for every X, with (X7J)'". one gets the left-hand side tc',-~
equal to
(X71)m . (XT)I/r~ .. (XT)y~ .. (Xp.)PfI=Xr/J;' .. «(X'1)"')T• {XT}y~ .. (Xp.)--
=X"':".. X-y~ .. «Xl1)T)"' .. (x#&)m =Xf/i~ .. X'Y~'
while the right-hand side is the Identity.
Lemma 4.5. Let: I/F?;.: T .. (-)""-+c:-)-.. T be a disrributive Jaw of (-)'" over T. ut
(~8) bea T-a!gebra, (~'T) an (-)m-algebra. Then,
(i) (~9. '1") is a composite algebra if! 0":' Y'"-+ Y is a ",r.-multiUr:.l!Q1"map;
(ii) (Y, 8, T) is a bialgebra iff00: X" ..... y is a linear map.
Proof. Immediate after glancing at the diagrams
(IT)'" YI~ ) (ym)T
.T
.. YT
.-\ I·
ym .. X
T
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Theorem 4.6. Let T be a triple itt Set Let d be a class ofsets (ari/ies) such that, for
any triple § generated by operations whose arities are members .s.'l, there exists a
distributine law lof S over T for which (ST)i = S®1r. Then. for each m est, ¥~ is
invertible and I =I._ the canonical distributive law defined in Theorem 4.2.
Proof. Let m e ...fl/.. The triple (_)m is generated by an m-ary operatio-i, so there
exists, by assumption. a distributive law
l/t~: T· (-)'" ~ (_),,1 • T
for which die composite is the tensor product triple. Since this implies t/J~ multi-
linear. by Proposition 2.3(iii) with h = id(-)~t we get that l'~ . t/I;'= id.
Next. consider (~8. T) given by (XI:XlL, proj.) for any i E m, Since
proj.: ocrr: -to XT is a linear map. as follows from the commutative diagram
«XT)m)T (pfoil)T )0 XIT
TXT.,...
I...
(X1Tf"
IX")-/
(XT)'" =+XT
prole
CompoJil~ dnd ~1lSDT proJucttTip/tS iSS
it follows tbat (Xl: XIL, proj.) is a bialgebra, .by Lemma 4.5(ii).By ~~ption,
every bialgebra is composite, so (X7:'X~ Pfoj;) is a.composlte algebra, Hence, by
Lemma 4.S(i)•. each proj,: (XT)"'...xr is a ",~-multili"ear· map Thus. each
diagram
T
(XTr)rC (XT)t-.... (XT)",)T {JRif)T) XTr
(XT)"' -------------....... XT
commutes, for each i Em. Hence, also
XT.T
(XTr)m --"-10. «(XT)'")T---...-..«XT)"')T
l~'~
(KIT)-
1~.l~
id
is commutative because it is commutative iff it is so when followed by each
projection, and it is the ease that
(XT)l/I~ 0 (XT)y~ • (KIL)'" 0 proj,
= (XT)r/1;' . (XT}y~ .. (XT)f/'~ "(proji)T· XJL
= (XT)r/J;' • (projilT.· Xp. =(KIL)- .. pro],
So, the last diagram asserts that id: (XT)'"4- (XT)rtt is a r/I~ -multllinear map. This
implies, as in the proof of (ii)~(i) of.Proposition 4.4.. that ",fa .. 'Y~ = id .. Hence, 'Y~
is invertible withinvcrse·I/J;'"
Let § be generated bym·ary operations, me.st. By assumption, a distrit-utive
law. 1 of § over T exists which gives the tensor product. Sin,:e'wehavejust sbown
that each 'Y~ is Invertible.we can useTheorem 4.2 to defineacanonical distributive
law I.. of § over J which (also) givesthe tensor product. From the w~y the triple
structure of a composite triple is determined by the distributh'e law (et "[~J), thiS
gives 1=/~.
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